
Creative Logo Design Ideas

Pause Logo
In this logo design, the artist creatively used the universal symbol of pause as the letter “U”:

Umbrella
At first sight, you may read this logo design as “brella” but when examining closer, you will 
reveal the other two letters. Isn’t it a visual treat?

Point
A perfect example of an effective logo design that has all the attributes of a successful logo 
design:

http://logofaves.com/2009/09/pause/
http://creattica.com/logos/point/44132
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/110242
http://logofaves.com/2009/09/pause/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/110242


B Logo
The creator of this logo design is William Patino who creatively created the bee out of the 
letter “B”:

Chad 2010
This beautiful logo design was created for Chad 2010 in such an artistic way that it not only 
portrays a face but also creates a map of Africa:

http://logofaves.com/2010/09/chad-2010/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/62535
http://creattica.com/logos/point/44132
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/62535
http://logofaves.com/2010/09/chad-2010/


Bipolar
A simple use of typographic elements to demonstrate the bipolar concept:

Steps Logo
The designer Jason Sanzone successfully managed to integrate “steps” into the actual logo:

CFO Cycling Team Logo
Nadir Balcikli, the designer of this amazingly beautiful logo artistically joined the letters CFO 
to give the shape of a cycling person:

http://logofaves.com/2010/02/cfo-cycling-team/
http://logofaves.com/2010/01/steps/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/44495
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/44495
http://logofaves.com/2010/01/steps/


Fuel Quoter
An eye-catching and visually alluring logo design that gives the impression of a gas pump:

Killed Productions
Another creative logo design that speaks for itself. This logo design shows the creative 
approach of the designer:

http://brandstack.com/logo-design/details/5003
http://www.logogallery.net/index.php/fuel-quoter
http://logofaves.com/2010/02/cfo-cycling-team/
http://www.logogallery.net/index.php/fuel-quoter
http://brandstack.com/logo-design/details/5003


ThinkTank
This logo design innovatively portrays the phrase “Think Tank” into a “Lightbulb Tank’:

Swing Studios
Struve creatively designed this logo for Swing Studios:

Goodduck
Creativity speaks for itself. Here the logo designer creatively crafts the letter “G” into the 
shape of a duck:

http://thedesigninspiration.com/logos/goodduck/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/55071
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/90866
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/90866
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/55071


Evolution X
A simple illustration of evolution through this logo design demonstrates the creativity of the 
designer:

ED’s Electric
An electrifying logo design that will surely spark creativity in your mind; do notice how 
cleverly alphabet “E” is used within this logo:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/47306
http://logofaves.com/2009/10/evolution-x/
http://thedesigninspiration.com/logos/goodduck/
http://logofaves.com/2009/10/evolution-x/


Push The Bottle
See the clever usage of negative spacing in this logo design which clearly portrays the concept 
of pushing along with making the shape of a bottle:

Egg-n-Spoon
At a first glance, it may look simple and easy but this logo design is designed with lots of 
experience and skills at hand that make this logo design stand out among the rest:

http://thoughtful.squarespace.com/journal/category/thoughtful-work
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/66994
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/47306
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/66994


Eagle Song Studio
A simple and effective logo design that clearly communicates the ideology of the organization 
it is made for:

Twins
This logo was made for a bold creative team consisting of two people. Here, the number 2 
was integrated to show the creativeness of their ideas:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/25100
http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/eagle-song-studio/
http://thoughtful.squarespace.com/journal/category/thoughtful-work
http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/eagle-song-studio/


Eight
Beautiful usage of fonts that gives the impression as if “Eight” is written in numeric. A 
simply memorable logo design:

Foot
Foot logo design embodies the foot print that makes it a memorable and visually alluring logo 
design:

http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/foot/
http://logofaves.com/2009/02/eight-2/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/25100
http://logofaves.com/2009/02/eight-2/


Moo Sleep
Another good example of a minimal logo design that clearly communicates the message of 
the company it is made for:

Fish
In this creative logo, the word “Fish” forms the shape of a fish:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/68410
http://logofaves.com/2009/03/mo-sleep/
http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/foot/
http://logofaves.com/2009/03/mo-sleep/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/68410


83 Studios
It may look as a simple “8” at a first glance but when you look closely at this logo, you’ll spot 
that “8’ reads “3” within it:

Octave
See the creative approach of the designer that uses the “O” and “C” to make an 8. In music 
theory you know that an octave has eight notes:

Pencil v2
Another good example of simple and effective logo design. See how a simple but creative 
touch can bring life to the design:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/60526
http://logofaves.com/2009/05/octave/
http://brandstack.com/logo-design/details/5595
http://brandstack.com/logo-design/details/5595
http://logofaves.com/2009/05/octave/


Food Writers
Another good example of negative space that not only portrays the food element but also the 
writing element:

Zip
Mike Erickson makes use of a zipper rather than the letter “I” in “Zip”:

http://logofaves.com/2008/12/zip/
http://logofaves.com/2008/11/food-writers/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/60526
http://logofaves.com/2008/11/food-writers/
http://logofaves.com/2008/12/zip/


Maritime Law
A simple, effective and memorable logo design with clear representation of law and justice:

Horror Films Logo
Creative and interesting representation of horror through this logo design that was created by 
Siah Design for Horror Films:

Ant Logo
A beautiful ant shaped logo design created by Alberto William:

http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/ant/
http://logofaves.com/2009/02/horror-films/
http://www.logospire.com/logos/3078
http://www.logospire.com/logos/3078
http://logofaves.com/2009/02/horror-films/


Guitarshop
See the creative use of letter “G” to create a guitar. A perfect example of simple and effective 
logo design:

Poker Hills Tournament
This logo design was designed for Poker Hills Tournament that innovatively represents the 
concept of the tournament:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/78457
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/103823
http://www.logomoose.com/logo-design/ant/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/103823


Rockit
This logo design clearly communicates the ideology of the organization it is made for. The 
name of the company is portrayed with the rocket which is blasting off and leaving the 
smokes behind that forms the shape of a guitar:

Night Golf
This creative logo design not only portrays the moon which gives the feeling of the night but 
also gives the impression of craters:

http://www.logogallery.net/index.php/night-golf
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/84860
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/78457
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/84860


Nosey
An impressive logo design that defines the complex ideas in a very simply and effortless 
manner:

Precision Networking
You will notice how creatively the letter “E” is used as the metrics of a ruler in this logo 
design. This embodies the creativity and skills of the designer:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/51141
http://logofaves.com/2009/04/nosey/
http://www.logogallery.net/index.php/night-golf
http://logofaves.com/2009/04/nosey/
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/51141


Talkmore
This logo design has been created on the concept of “Less is More”. Simple yet powerful logo 
design:

Time Watch
This is truly a hard to forget logo design because it embodies the time as you see in your 
watch. Simple unique and creative concept:

Look Logo
A great example of a simple and memorable logo design created by an Indian designer Zain 
Zayan:

http://creattica.com/logos/look/19371
http://logofaves.com/2009/01/timewatch/
http://creattica.com/logos/talkmore/2320
http://creattica.com/logos/talkmore/2320
http://logofaves.com/2009/01/timewatch/


Illusion
This logo design explains what the illusion is and how you can use this technique to 
communicate with your customers:

http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/76381
http://creattica.com/logos/look/19371
http://logopond.com/gallery/detail/76381

